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MONEY!
How to keep it and grow it? Financial
specialists offer their two cents’ worth.

by Kevin Fritz
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ONE MINUTE YOU have $50 in

your wallet, and the next you are
trying to figure out where it all
went. Sound familiar?

Yet, if you sit down and really

Florida financial specialists to offer advice on specific areas of
wealth and money management for 2008 and beyond.
Protecting Your Assets

In any wealth-management scenario, the need for cash is

think it through, you remember

understandable. Add in business ownership, and the need is

magnified. In fact, according to Fernandez, it’s the No. 1 priority
for many of her clients with small businesses. She says access

to cash for meeting overhead expenses is a constant, so careful
cash management and high liquidity take precedence.

the stop at the store was $12,
you gave your buddy $5, and

that latte, well, that cost you

four bucks. And so on, until you
finally realize how easily it all

FAIRWINDS Business Services

slipped away.

A survey conducted this fall by

Visa confirmed that Americans
are indeed having trouble

keeping track of their money.

Nearly half of all respondents to

the survey said they lose track of
more than $2,000 annually. At

the extreme end of the spectrum

were 7 percent, who said they lost

track of more than $100 per week,
or more than $5,000 a year.

The point is this: We could all

use help just hanging on to some
of our money. And, better yet, we
could use help in making it work
for us, regardless of whether the
funds are business money or
personal cash.

Money management is a

science, and aligning yourself

with the correct financial advice
can be the key to making your

bottom line stay black — not just

for today but also into the future.

PROFILE:

Evolve Advertising
Mark Calvert,
Partner/VP of Account Service
As an ad agency, Evolve is used
to business at a fast pace and
they need banking services that
can keep up.
Now with offices in Orlando and
Las Vegas, they have…well…
evolved and FAIRWINDS has
been there for every pitch and
retainer signing.
“We couldn’t be happier with
FAIRWINDS. Not only are we
earning great rates but getting a
line of credit was simple and fast.”

It doesn’t come easily, however.
Managing your wealth, both

business and personal, can get

complicated, running the gamut
from retirement savings and

investment strategies to asset
management and insurance.

Ana Fernandez of Heritage

Financial Services LLC says that

FAIRWINDS,
NOW OFFERING ADVERTISING

financial planners and wealth

Not exactly, but Evolve likes to think so.
FAIRWINDS we consider ourselves part of the team - whatever your business is.
At FAIRWINDS,

with retirement plans, the list

Stop by, call 407.277.5045 or visit fairwinds.org today.

while many people associate

management professionals solely
of services and needs is quite

comprehensive. And one thing
is undeniably constant: It’s all
about the almighty dollar.

As the New Year rapidly

approaches, FirstMonday asked

fairwinds.org
FAIRWINDS Credit Union s Your better choice for banking
Federally Insured by the National Credit Union Administration. Equal Housing Lender.
Membership open to those living or working in Central Florida. Visit fairwinds.org for details.

Fernandez and four other Central
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She explains that regardless of the

type of business model the business

owners are in — the personal service
model (legal, financial, medical

practitioners, freelance writers, etc.);

the stable, ongoing small business (dry

cleaning shop); or the small, closely held
corporation (custom furniture maker

with $3 million in annual revenues) —

each decision throughout the business

lifecycle affects their personal money
directly.

Initially in the business cycle, she

says, personal assets tend to be used
for collateral to get loans. Over time,

though, plans should be made to
have the business’s assets serve
as the collateral. Consequently,
business funds should be kept
separate from personal funds.
Her advice is to establish

business checking accounts and
savings accounts.

As you generate surplus cash,

Fernandez advises developing

a three-tiered approach to cash
management:

Tier 1: Higher interest-bearing
money market accounts for

emergency reserves; the initial

goal is to have enough to cover

three months’ worth of overhead
expenses.

Tier 2: Consider shorter term

(three to six months) CDs. As
your cash continues to grow,

laddering your CDs make sense,

for example, buying a six-month,
a one-year and an 18-month CD.
Tier 3: Consider a portfolio
of high-quality, liquid and

marketable investment securities.
As for the future, small

business owners should not

put off building a portfolio or

planning for that very last day
of work to protect their assets.
“When you look at a small

business owner’s statement

of net worth,” she says, “you

notice how undiversified they

are because their business tends
to be their largest asset and

understandably their major focus
of [earning] their livelihood.”

She says that if the business

is a personal service, the

business ends when the owner
retires, especially if there is no

way to transfer those personal
relationships to a prospective
buyer. This type of business

owner needs to consider building
wealth with retirement plans

and other assets for his or her
financial future.

Conversely, succession

planning is essential if the small

business owner hopes to convert
his or her “business” into an

asset that can generate income
fm 12.07
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Flying Solo with the 401(k)

typically much less than those associated with setting up a

both allows you to create quite a nest egg.

retirement solutions for small

 	 Moreover, he says, you can contribute as an individual

combined contributions in 2007 — both salary deferrals and

contributions, but the fact that you are allowed to contribute to

or $45,000, whichever is lower. An additional catch-up

While there are many

businesses, one that is getting
much attention lately is the
individual 401(k) plan, also

standard 401(k).

and as a company via profit sharing. There are limits to both

While the individual limit for 2007 is $15,500, he says, total

profit sharing — can be up to 100 percent of compensation

known as the single-participant
401(k) or the solo 401(k) plan.
Such a plan can be used by

independent contractors, sole

proprietors and single-employee
corporations, such as the C Corp.
and the S Corp.

According to Robert Clark

of Moreno, Peelen, Ruggie,

Pinto & Clark in Orlando, the
Economic Growth and Tax

Relief Reconciliation Act of 2001
made these plans much more

attractive to small businesses,

specifically for owners who have
no employees other than their

spouse. So, if it’s just you, or just
you and your spouse, this is the
way to go, he contends.

Clark says there are five major

benefits to the solo 401(k):

Flexibility: Both the salary

deferrals and the profit-sharing
contributions are at your

discretion, meaning that you

don’t have to necessarily make
contributions each year.

Rollovers: Rollovers from

other eligible retirement plans —
including traditional IRAs — are
permitted, which gives you the
opportunity to combine your
retirement funds.

Tax benefits: Profit-sharing

contributions and salary deferrals
are tax deductible, and earnings
accumulate on a tax-deferred

basis. Clark says to keep in mind,

however, that withdrawals made
prior to age 591/2 may be subject
to penalties.

Loans: Loans are available

from your solo 401(k) if you are
in a bind and need cash. That
option is not available with

other retirement plans, such as

a traditional IRA, a SEP-IRA or a
SIMPLE-IRA.

Money saver: Fees associated

with setting up a solo 401(k) are

,9.8 s WWWGOLYNXCOM
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contribution of up to $5,000 for 2007 is available

Instead, Boren says, PFG uses money managers

if you are over age 50.

to stay on top of your assets.

incorporated business and her income is $118,000

Markowitz developed the modern portfolio

$45,000 into a single-participant 401(k) in 2007,

as well as their expected returns. For his work,

 	 “Let’s say Jane Doe is a sole employee of an

in 2007,” explains Clark. “She could defer up to

of which $29,500 could come as profit sharing,
plus $15,500 as an individual.”

 	 Clark adds that if you are considering hiring
employees in the near future, this plan might
not be your best option. However, depending
on the plan documents with a traditional

401(k), you could roll your money from the singleparticipant 401(k) into the traditional 401(k).
A Nobel Approach to Investing

For a distinctive approach to personal wealth

management, why not choose a strategy that is

based on a Nobel Prize-winning theory? That’s the
question posed by Todd A. Boren, president and

CEO of Pinnacle Financial Group in Orlando. And
Boren provides an answer: His company offers
such an asset-allocation investment strategy.

“Our approach is not stock tickers,” he says.

“It is specific investment models. We don’t

believe that indexing is the correct approach.”

In the 1950s, American economist Dr. Harry

indexing the market.

Boren adds that there is less investor risk in

using the prize-winning strategy, thanks to the
use of risk-tolerance models. Also, he notes, the

theory, which allows investors to analyze risk

fee-based allocation investment strategy can be
used by anyone — businesses or individuals.

he shared the 1990 Nobel Memorial Prize in
Economic Sciences. Markowitz maintained

Take It to the Bank

expected rate of return improved, if investments

conservative approach to investing, believing

that a portfolio’s risk could be reduced, and the

Traditionally, bankers have a somewhat

were combined that didn’t move together.

that liquidity is a key factor in managing your

combines Markowitz’s Nobel Prize–winning ideas

topsy-turvy 2008. Typical investment vehicles

puts your money in the finest hands possible,

of conservatism, which is in contrast to a

are about 15 asset classes (large cap, small cap,

Polejes, president of two-year-old Florida Bank

money, especially entering what could be a

PFG’s Premier Money Management strategy

savings accounts, certificates of deposit
Classic Tub
with the use of respected money managers in TITLE: include
BL: N/A
TR:
5" x 7" accounts.
LV: N/A
and money market
a wide range of asset classes to seek superior LS: 133
CODE#: CL-02-M-1073
“In the banking arena, we err on the side
returns while managing risk. Boren says this FILE NAME:
fz96262a03.qx
no matter what asset class you choose. There

wealth-management advisor,” says Craig

international, etc.) on the equity side alone.

of Commerce (FBC), which has $100 million in

allocation is a combination of knowing both the

may want to get more elaborate.”

the way they perform under fluctuating market

can be vital to staying on top of opportunities

performs 20 percent to 40 percent better than

that become available as your cash increases.

assets. “They [wealth-management advisors]

Essentially, PFG believes that smart asset

variety of options available and understanding
conditions. He notes that PFG’s approach

Having a good relationship with your banker

when they arise, such as high-yield accounts
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Flatline. Not good. Unless we’re talking about health
care costs. At UnitedHealthcare, we’re taking the lead when it comes
to bringing down the cost of health care – for businesses like you and
your employees. That’s why we offer a full range of health care plans
designed to cost less money up front, and save money in the long run by
making your employees savvy spenders of their own health care dollars. And
all of our plans come packed with programs and tools that can make your
employees healthier and possibly more productive, which works well for
cost containment, too.
So our prognosis: health care costs are on the mend.

To learn more, please contact your broker or visit us online.

unitedhealthcare.com

© 2007 United HealthCare Service, Inc. Insurance coverage provided by or through United HealthCare Insurance Company or its afﬁliates. Administrative services provided by United HealthCare Services, Inc. or its afﬁliates.
Health plan coverage provided by or through United HealthCare of Florida, Inc. UHCFL320040-000
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Polejes adds it’s also important to understand

also realize that it is not all doom and gloom.

covers boats, homes and vehicles above and

asserts. He says that having cash liquidity

to protection from possible lawsuits.

“The world is not coming to an end,” Polejes

what is being offered.

“The thing that has changed is that many

banks have used money markets like CDs used

during uncertain economic times can put you

to be treated, to increase

in a position to take advantage of

deposits,” he says. What they
are doing, he notes, is going
looking for a long term.

distressed-sale opportunities for

cost ranges, on average, from $200 to

or money market?

Take Your Umbrella

outlook,” Polejes responds.

tell you to take an umbrella when it

think rates will go up; if you

a chance of rain. Although you may

know you will get penalized.”

along she was reminding you for

Your mother probably always used to

“It depends on your

“Choose a money market if you

was raining, or even if there was just

think they will go down, you

have resisted at times, you knew all
your own good.

Pointing out that there are

It’s the same type of advice that you typically

“storms in the clouds” when it comes to the

He recommends policies with coverage from $1

million to $100 million-plus, depending on your

prepared investors.

So that begs the question: CD

“You want to cover your net worth,” he says.

certain situations, such as the current
housing market, which features

after rate shoppers who are not

beyond normal insurance coverage, is essential

current economy, he believes the conservative

receive when it comes to protecting everything

already are feeling unsure about their economic

account executive for Insurance Office of

wondering if rates will go up or down, and how

important form of protection someone should

its correction. That said, he adds, consumers must

Leonard believes that an umbrella policy, which

approach makes the most sense. He says people

you’ve worked for over the years. R.J. Leonard,

future, leery of the volatile stock market,

America in Lake Mary, contends the most

long the housing market will continue through

consider is a personal liability umbrella policy.

financial situation, with corresponding policy
$500 annually.

IOA, which is a brokerage that seeks out

coverage from a variety of insurance companies,
also recommends that small businesses add
endorsements to their homeowner’s policy,

especially for those working out of the home.
Futhermore, Leonard says health insurance
should be a high priority, since inadequate

coverage could put you at risk, especially if you
suffer a long-term illness or disability.

And he recommends trusting all of your

insurance policies with one carrier, if possible, to
allow your agent to recognize possible gaps in

coverage as time goes on. Without the cohesion,
there is little control, he says, leaving you and
your assets vulnerable.

DONATE
YOUR VEHICLE
As seen
on ABC Good
Morning America,
CBS Morning
News and People
Magazine!

Receive the Full Fair
Market Value Tax-deduction
if we provide your vehicle to a
struggling family. Change someone’s
life and get the tax-deduction
you deserve!

Americas’
#1 Car Ownership
Program that provides
free cars to the disadvantaged.
Free Towing

“A copy of the official registration and financial information may be obtained from the
division of consumer services by calling toll free within the state. Registration does not imply
endorsement, approval, or recommendation by the state” 1-800-Help-fla (435-7352)

www.800CharityCars.org
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Know who’s who in local business and which companies
are on the fast track on OrlandoSentinel.com.
• Stay ahead of business
trends and industry news.
• Learn how local movers
& shakers got to the top.

• Get behind-the-scenes
scoops on local businesses
and events.
• Sign up for the Business
Buzz e-mail newsletter.

• Check public records,
including new businesses,
patents and transactions.

